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Abstract
Heterogeneous microprocessors integrate CPUs and GPUs on the same chip, providing fast CPU-GPU communication
and enabling cores to compute on data “in place.” These advantages will permit integrated GPUs to exploit a smaller unit of
parallelism. But one challenge will be exposing sufficient parallelism to keep all of the on-chip compute resources fully utilized.
In this paper, we argue that integrated CPU-GPU chips should exploit parallelism from multiple loops simultaneously. One
example of this is nested parallelism in which one or more inner SIMD loops are nested underneath a parallel outer (non-
SIMD) loop. By scheduling the parallel outer loop on multiple CPU cores, multiple dynamic instances of the inner SIMD loops
can be scheduled on the GPU cores. This boosts GPU utilization and parallelizes the non-SIMD code. Our preliminary results
show exploiting such multi-loop parallelism provides a 3.12x performance gain over exploiting parallelism from individual loops
one at a time.
F
1 Introduction
Traditionally, GPUs have been implemented as discrete chips on daughter cards, but recently, processor manufacturers have
been producing heterogeneous microprocessors in which the CPU and GPU are integrated on the same die [1], [2], [3]. Such
heterogeneous chips provide a single image of physical memory to both the CPU and SIMT (single-instruction multiple-thread)
cores, resulting in a seamless shared address space. This allows all cores to compute on data “in place,” eliminating copying
between separate CPU and GPU memories. In addition, the tight integration permits extremely fast CPU-GPU communication–
e.g., through off-chip physical memory.
The vastly improved CPU-GPU communication speeds, along with not having to copy data, imply that integrated GPUs can
exploit a much smaller amount of parallelism compared to discrete GPUs which require massive parallelism to amortize their
large startup latencies [4]. This will allow integrated GPUs to accelerate a wide range of loops. Furthermore, the support for
shared memory between CPU and GPU will also greatly simplify programming–e.g., programmers will be spared the onerous
task of having to identify what data to communicate. Together, flexibility to off-load finer-grained loops coupled with reduced
programming effort will enable programmers to map more complex programs onto integrated GPUs.
As researchers try to accelerate more complex programs, a major challenge will be parallelizing codes to keep heterogeneous
microprocessors fully utilized. The conventional approach is to parallelize loops one at a time, and to schedule each loop separately
on the GPU. In this case, only the GPU runs parallel code, and it only runs one parallel loop at a time. Moreover, all unparallelized
code regions are scheduled on a single CPU core. This is effective for programs with very large SIMD loops that dominate the
program’s execution.
Unfortunately, this approach is not effective for more complex programs. While there may still be many GPU-friendly SIMD
loops in complex codes, the amount of work in each loop can vary significantly. In many cases, there may not be sufficient
parallelism to fully utilize the SIMT cores [5]. Moreover, complex programs also contain code with control divergence and
irregular memory access patterns. And, these non-SIMD code regions tend to account for significant portions of execution time.
By running them serially, significant performance degradation will occur. It will also underutilize the multiple CPU cores in a
heterogeneous microprocessor, which along with the GPU are also a tremendous source of compute power.
We propose to exploit parallelism from multiple loops simultaneously when possible to more effectively utilize heterogeneous
microprocessors. Such multi-loop parallelism is a generalization of existing parallel idioms, like nested parallelism or pipeline paral-
lelism. In this paper, we focus on the former in which one or more SIMD loops are nested underneath a parallel outer loop, a
common code structure in our benchmarks. We schedule the parallel outer loop on the CPU cores. The resulting multiple CPU
threads then spawn multiple instances of the inner SIMD loop(s), often simultaneously, which get scheduled on the SIMT cores.
(While the frequency of spawns can be high if the inner loop has smaller amounts of work, the high-speed communication
between a CPU and an integrated GPU enables the exploitation of such finer-grained SIMD loops). This exposes more parallelism
for the SIMT cores and parallelizes the non-SIMD outer loop. Our preliminary results, which estimate performance by combining
separate CPU and GPU simulations, show that multi-loop parallelism outperforms single-loop parallelism by 3.12x across 3
OpenMP benchmarks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our new parallelization scheme. Then, Section 3 undertakes a
quantitative evaluation of its effectiveness. Next, Section 4 discusses related work. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
2 Multi-Loop Parallelism
Traditional GPU workloads [6], [7] consist of massively parallel SIMD loops within which programs spend the vast majority of
their time. (The massive loops have been necessary to amortize the large kernel initiation costs associated with discrete GPUs).
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#pragma omp parallel for private(i, j, k, rij, d)
for (i = 0; i < np; i++) {
    for (j = 0; j < nd; j++)
        f[i][j] = 0.0;
    for (j = 0; j < np; j++) {
        if (i != j) {
            d = 0.0;
            for (l = 0; l < nd; l++) {
                rij[l] = pos[i][l] - pos[j][l];
                d += rij[l] * rij[l];
            }
            d = sqrt(d);
            pot += 0.5*((d < PI2) ? pow(sin(d), 2.0) : 1.0);
            for (k = 0; k < nd; k++) {
                f[i][k] = f[i][k] - rij[k]*((d < PI2) ?
                                   (2.0 * sin(d) * cos(d)) : 0.0)/d;
            }
        }
    }















void cffts(complex *a, ... ) {
     #pragma omp parallel for private(i)
     for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {
         fft(&a[i*n], brt, w, n, logn, ndv2);
     }
}
int fft( ... ) {
    for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {
         j = brt[i];
         if (i < (j-1)) {
            swap(a[j-1], a[i]);
         }
    }
    for (stage = 0; stage < logn; stage++) {
         for (powerOfW = 0; powerOfW < ndv2; 
                powerOfW += spowerOfW) {
             for (i = first; i < n; i+= stride) {
                  j = i + ijDiff;
                  jj = a[j];
                  ii = a[i];
                  temp.re = jj.re * pw.re - jj.im * pw.im;
                  temp.im = jj.re * pw.im + jj.im * pw.re;
                  a[j].re = ii.re - temp.re;
                  a[j].im = ii.im - temp.im;
                  a[i].re = ii.re + temp.re;
                  a[i].im = ii.im + temp.im;
             }
}
#pragma omp for private (k,m,n, gPassFlag)
for (ij = 0; ij < ijmx; ij++) {
    gPassFlag = match( ... );
}
int match( ... ) {
    while (!matched) {
        for (j = 0; j < 9 && !flres; j++) {
            compute_values_match( ... );
        }
    }
}
void compute_values_match( ... ) {
    LOOP14 { }, 10000 iter
    LOOP15 { }, 10000 iter
    LOOP16 { }, 10000 iter
    LOOP17 { }, 10000 iter
    LOOP18 {, 10000 iter
        LOOP19 { },  11 iter
    }
    LOOP20 { }, 10000 iter
    LOOP21 {, 11 iter
        LOOP22 { }, 10000 iter
    }






Fig. 2. Code examples from the a). MD, b). FFT6, and c). ART benchmarks exhibiting multi-loop parallelism. Our technique schedules the parallel












Fig. 1. CPU and GPU threads in a). single-loop and b). multi-loop parallelism.
In such workloads, it is sufficient to parallelize the SIMD loops individually, and to schedule them one at a time on the GPU.
Figure 1a illustrates this single-loop parallelism case. The program starts out running non-SIMD code serially in a single CPU thread.
When the CPU thread reaches a parallel SIMD loop, it spawns the corresponding GPU kernel which gets scheduled on the GPU.
The GPU’s SIMT cores then execute the SIMD loop in parallel as the CPU thread stalls. When GPU execution completes, the CPU
thread is notified and continues executing.
In systems with integrated GPUs, the kernel initiation costs are much lower. This raises the possibility to use GPUs not only for
massively parallel loops, but also for smaller loops (i.e., with fewer loop iterations). Despite containing less work, such loops can
still be performance critical if they occur within loop nests that execute them a large number of times. Unfortunately, scheduling
smaller SIMD loops on the GPU one at a time as is done in Figure 1a will perform poorly because 1). the small amounts of parallel
work may not fully utilize the GPU, and 2). the computations in between the SIMD loops–i.e., the rest of the loop nest which
would execute serially–may also be important, limiting gains due to Amdahl’s Law.
To address this problem, we propose exploiting parallelism from multiple loops simultaneously–i.e., multi-loop parallelism. In
addition to executing SIMD loops on the GPU, our approach tries to find additional parallelism outside of the SIMD loops to enable
parallel execution on multiple CPU cores as well. One source of multi-loop parallelism is nested parallelism. In this case, we look for
one or more parallel SIMD loops that are nested underneath an outer loop that is also parallel.
Figure 1b illustrates the multi-loop parallelism case. Like Figure 1a, the program starts out running serially in a single CPU
thread. The CPU thread again spawns multiple threads, but this time it spawns CPU threads corresponding to a parallel outer
(non-SIMD) loop that gets scheduled on multiple CPU cores. Then, each CPU thread reaches a nested parallel SIMD loop, and
spawns the corresponding GPU kernel which gets scheduled on the GPU. Exploiting such multi-loop parallelism increases the
performance of heterogeneous microprocessors in two ways. First, the multiple dynamic instances of the SIMD loops provide
more parallelism to boost the GPU’s utilization, especially when each SIMD loop is smaller. And second, portions of the loop
nests outside of the SIMD loops that would have otherwise executed serially now execute in parallel on the CPU cores, thus
addressing Amdahl’s Law.
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Fig. 3. Normalized execution time for sequential, single-loop and multi-loop parallelism, and multi-loop parallelism without contention.
2.1 Code Examples
We surveyed different programs to look for multi-loop parallelism–specifically nested parallelism–and to understand the nature
of these loop structures. We avoided looking at dense numeric codes commonly found in GPU benchmark suites. Instead, we
focused on codes with more complex loop nests that one would not normally think of accelerating using GPUs.
Figure 2 presents three representative examples from our code survey: MD and FFT6 from the OpenMP source code reposi-
tory [8], and ART from the SPEC OMP 2001 suite [9]. All of these benchmarks have been parallelized using OpenMP [10]. In the
figure, we show the main parallelized loop from each benchmark–i.e., the loop identified by the “#pragma omp” directive. We
treat this as the parallel outer loop for one instance of multi-loop parallelism. We also show all of the loops nested underneath
the parallel outer loop, labeling each inner loop and indicating its iteration count. (For the inner-most loops in ART–i.e., in the
“compute values match()” function–we only show the loop labels in place of the full code due to the large size of this example).
The code examples in Figure 2 illustrate several important features of the programs that our techniques try to target. First,
there are no massive loops that dominate the computation. Instead, the codes contain a number of smaller loops. Some loops
exhibit a trivial number of iterations (≤ 11) while others contain modest iteration counts (100s to a few 1000 iterations). In addition
to being smaller, some loops contain control divergence (e.g., LOOP2 and LOOP7) or strided memory accesses (e.g., LOOP10) that
can reduce GPU performance. The codes also exhibit complex loop structure. There is a large number of nesting levels, and in
some cases, nesting occurs across multiple function calls. ART in Figure 2c is an extreme example of code distributed across a
large number of deeply nested loops.
Figure 2 also shows the loops exhibit nested parallelism. In addition to the parallel loops that are explicitly identified by
the OpenMP pragmas, a careful examination of the other loops inside the loop nests reveals a number of them are parallel as
well. (Although not shown in Figure 2c, all of the inner loops in ART, labeled LOOP14–LOOP23, are parallel). We find this is
fairly common in OpenMP programs because the marked parallel loops often appear at the outer levels of deep loop nests, as
in Figure 2. Such coarse-grained parallelism is almost impossible for a compiler to extract automatically, but is natural for a
programmer to express given his/her knowledge of the code at the algorithm level. Moreover, programmers are incentivized to
express coarse-grained parallelism since it is a good match for CPU cores, the main target for OpenMP programs. Given such
explicitly parallel outer loops, nested parallelism arises whenever one or more inner loops are found to be parallel, which is quite
likely in OpenMP programs when each parallel region contains many inner loops.
Notice, both CPUs and GPUs are needed to exploit the multiple levels of parallelism in Figure 2. Inner loops with non-trivial
iteration counts have a greater chance for GPU acceleration, whereas loops at outer levels are more appropriate for CPUs. Such
codes are a good match for heterogeneous microprocessors.
3 Experimental Results
This section conducts a preliminary evaluation of multi-loop parallelism for the codes in Figure 2. We do not yet have these codes
running on simulators of heterogeneous microprocessors. Instead, we employ simulators that model CPUs and GPUs separately,
and then we estimate the integrated CPU-GPU performance by combining the separately acquired results.
Our study uses SimpleScalar [11] to simulate a single CPU core, and GPGPU-Sim [12] to simulate a GPU. We configure
SimpleScalar to model a 4-way out-of-order core running at 2.4 GHz with an 128-entry reorder buffer. Our CPU core has a 2-level
cache hierarchy with a split 16KB L1 cache and a unified 256KB L2 cache. We configure GPGPU-Sim to model an Nvidia GTX-480
running at 700 MHz. We simulate 8 streaming multiprocessors (SMs), each containing 16 streaming processors (SPs) that support
32 threads at a time (a warp). Each SM also contains a 16KB L1 cache, and all 8 SMs share a 786KB L2 cache. For both simulators,
we assume off-chip main memory incurs a latency of 50 ns and provides 88.7 GB/s of memory bandwidth.
First, we estimate the performance of single-loop parallelism–i.e., off-loading loops one at a time as shown in Figure 1a. We
timed every loop from Figure 2 on both SimpleScalar and GPGPU-Sim. For SimpleScalar, we simulated each OpenMP region once
using a binary in which each loop entry and exit point was marked so that we could break down the execution time per loop.
For GPGPU-Sim, we created multiple CUDA kernels to off-load each loop individually onto the GPU, and simulated each kernel
separately on GPGPU-Sim. (Although GPGPU-Sim assumes discrete GPUs, we omit the data transfer times since these would not
be incurred by integrated GPUs computing on the data “in place”). After acquiring these results, we identified the loops that run
faster on the GPU. These are the loops shaded gray in Figure 2. To estimate the performance for off-loading these GPU-friendly
loops, we performed a second run of each OpenMP region on SimpleScalar, but this time, we flushed the CPU’s caches at each
entry and exit point to those loops. (The original GPU simulations for each loop already start with cold caches and include a flush
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Fig. 4. Per-loop execution time on the GPU and CPU.
at the end). Then, we constructed a trace of execution through each OpenMP region, alternating between the CPU core (with
flushing) and the GPU at the off-loaded loop entry and exit points. We also added a fixed 100-cycle delay for each off-loading to
account for initiating a new kernel on the GPU. (This is a conservative number considering the CPU and GPU are on the same
chip).
Figure 3 presents the results. The bars in Figure 3 labeled “Sequential” report the execution time when the entire OpenMP
execution trace runs on the CPU core, and the bars labeled “Single-Loop” report the estimated execution time when the execution
trace adopts the GPU performance for those loops that run faster on the GPU. All bars are normalized to the sequential bars.
As Figure 3 shows, the GPU provides a speedup of 1.67x, 1.17x, and 1.48x for MD, FFT6, and ART, respectively. On average, the
speedup is 1.44x.
While these speedups are significant, they are also quite disappointing considering the capability of the GPU. The problem is
the complex nature of the codes in Figure 2, as described earlier. In particular, the codes contain a mix of SIMD and non-SIMD
loops, so only a portion of each OpenMP region can run on the GPU. As Figure 2 shows, there is a lot of unshaded code that
must run on the CPU core. This limits the overall gain from the GPU due to Amdahl’s Law. To make matters worse, the gains
for the SIMD loops are mixed. Figure 4 compares the execution time of each shaded (off-loaded) loop from Figure 2 running
on SimpleScalar and GPGPU-Sim. In some cases, the gains are large (14.3x speedup for LOOP18), but in other cases the gains
are small (1.53x speedup for LOOP10). This is due to the characteristics of our more complex codes: small number of iterations
(LOOP10), control flow divergence (LOOP2), and non-unit stride memory accesses (LOOP10, LOOP14, LOOP16, and LOOP18).
Next, we estimate the performance for multi-loop parallelism. As before, we construct a trace of execution through each
OpenMP region, but this time we build a parallel trace. We assume the outer-most parallel loops identified by the OpenMP
pragmas in Figure 2 run on 4 CPU cores, so we divide all of their iterations into 4 blocks that are executed simultaneously by
4 parallel traces. Within each trace, we again alternate between the CPU core and the GPU (i.e., for the unshaded and shaded
codes in Figure 2, respectively), selecting the CPU execution or GPU execution from the SimpleScalar/GPGPU-Sim simulations to
estimate the speed of each trace. We also assume the 4 CPU cores share the 8-SM GPU, so there is contention whenever 2 or more
CPU cores off-load loops onto the GPU. To model this, we schedule loops in the order that they arrive at the GPU, delaying later
loops behind earlier loops. Moreover, as a loop’s thread blocks complete and the next loop’s thread blocks begin execution, there
may be multiple kernels in the GPU at the same time. We ran additional simulations on GPGPU-Sim to measure the speed of each
off-loaded loop when paired with another off-loaded loop in the GPU, trying all possible ways of dividing the 8 SMs between the
pair. (For ART, we did this for all pairings of LOOP14, LOOP15, LOOP16, LOOP17, LOOP18, and LOOP20).
In Figure 3, the bars labeled “Multi-Loop” report the estimated execution time for multi-loop parallelism normalized to the
“Sequential” bars. As Figure 3 shows, multi-loop parallelism significantly out-performs single-loop parallelism. Compared to
the “Sequential” bars, multi-loop parallelism provides an overall speedup of 2.94x, 4.62x, and 5.91x for MD, FFT6, and ART,
respectively. On average, the gain is 4.49x which is 3.12x greater than single-loop parallelism’s gain. This is due to the parallel
execution of the non-SIMD code in the OpenMP regions, thus addressing the Amdahl’s Law limitation of single-loop parallelism.
It is also due to executing multiple loops simultaneously on the GPU, providing more work (especially for smaller loops like
LOOP10) to better utilize the SIMT cores. We find single-loop parallelism usually under-utilizes the GPU, leaving ample GPU
compute bandwidth for multi-loop parallelism. To show this, the bars labeled “Single/4” in Figure 3 report the single-loop
parallelism execution time divided by 4, which represents the ideal speedup of multi-loop parallelism (i.e., in the absence of GPU
contention). For FFT6 and ART, there is almost no difference between the “Multi-Loop” and “Single/4” bars, indicating virtually
no contention. For MD, the ideal speedup is another 2.27x faster, indicating contention is an issue. But even in this case, multi-loop
parallelism is still 1.8x faster than single-loop parallelism.
4 Related Work
Simultaneously utilizing CPU and SIMT cores in a heterogeneous microprocessor is not a new idea. Recent work has already
proposed doing this [13], [14], [15]. But these existing techniques still only exploit single-loop parallelism: they schedule iterations
from a single SIMD loop across both types of cores. As we have shown, single-loop parallelism cannot keep the GPU (let alone the
CPU and GPU) fully utilized for complex codes with small SIMD loops, nor can it parallelize the non-SIMD code. By exploiting
parallelism from multiple loops within a loop nest, we expose greater amounts of SIMD parallelism and parallelize the non-SIMD
code as well.
Multi-loop parallelism is also related to dynamic thread-block launch (DTBL) [5]. In DTBL, a loop off-loaded by the CPU onto
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the GPU can initiate other instances of itself from the GPU. (This supports certain forms of dynamic parallelism–for example,
vertex expansion during recursive graph search). Like multi-loop parallelism, DTBL enables multiple dynamic instances of a loop
to execute simultaneously on the GPU. However, DTBL only exploits the GPU. It does not try to schedule loops onto the CPU
and GPU simultaneously, and hence, is not designed for heterogeneous microprocessors. Moreover, DTBL only exposes SIMD
parallelism, and thus cannot parallelize non-SIMD loops.
5 Conclusion
Given the wide availability of heterogeneous microprocessors, we believe an exciting research direction is to find new computa-
tions that can benefit from integrated GPUs. We argue this will require new parallelization methods that can make effective use
of both CPU and SIMT cores simultaneously. In this paper, we propose one such novel method, multi-loop parallelization, and
analyze its benefits for nested parallel loops. Our results show exploiting multi-loop parallelism can outperform the conventional
approach of parallelizing loops one at a time by 3.12x for programs with complex loop nests. In the future, we plan to investigate
different parallelization strategies that can support other types of looping structures.
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